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REPORT ON FRESHER’S PARTY : 2019
Army Institute of Education, Greater Noida organized a Fresher’s Party for Batch 2019-21 on 31 August
2019. The very first purpose of Fresher’s Party was to welcome newcomers in a friendly atmosphere
and to avoid social evils; to encourage their creative impulses to boost their confidence. The party was
started at 2:20 pm in the seminar hall. The dress code for the freshers was saree for the girls and
formals for boys. They were welcomed warm heartedly by the seniors with a traditional ceremony of
‘TEEKA’ and ‘SMILEY’. The party started with the lighting of the auspicious lamp. Dr. Tania Gupta,
Principal AIE along with the faculty members invited the student- teachers of both the batches to lighten
the lamp. Welcome dance was presented by Ms Rashmi Singh from the batch 2018-20.
All the students had to clear the hurdle of ramp walk to win the title of Mr and Ms FRESHER.
20 students were selected for the second round on the basis of their confidence, walk and the costume
they carry in ramp walk. In 2nd round they introduced themselves and were judged on the basis of
confidence, content and communication skills. 10 students were selected for the 3rd round which was
talent round and they had to showcase their talent in any form like dancing, singing, poem and comedy
act. 4 girls and 2 boys were finally shortlisted for the question – answer round. Different yet interesting
questions were asked to each and every finalist. NISHA RAWAT and AJAY were selected as Ms and
Mr Vibrant. GANESH and SHRILAXMI NATH were declared as Mr and Ms Fresher.
The fresher’s party was celebrated with fun and enthusiasm. It was organized to generate the feeling
of fraternity among seniors and juniors. All the events were artistically and beautifully presented in
colours as well as style. The junior batch loved the welcome given to them and appreciated the wholehearted efforts of their seniors.
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